



MESSAGE SECURITY TEAM POKÉBIP
Following the incidents of July 28
We regret to announce that the site "Pokébip.com" on which you are registered underwent a major computer attack the night of 27 to 28 July 2015. The site has been
disabled much of the 28th for this reason.
the author of the attack has had access to the database that contains user accounts and encrypted passwords. Passwords, although they are encrypted, can still be found.

Members of the site, ourselves, have seen their password used by malicious individuals. They were able to access email boxes, skype or facebook accounts.
Original text
We invite you to edit ANY emergency password that was used on Pokébip in the past. It must be considered as a compromise.
Nous avons le regret de vous annoncer que le si
lequel vous êtes inscrit a subi une importante at
If the password is used on another site, you must also change it on this other site (mailbox, facebook, etc ...).
nuit du 27 au 28 juillet 2015. Le site a été désac
de la journée du 28 pour cette raison. L'auteur de
la base
de données
qui contient
in general, we must also avoid reusing the same password on multiple sites for the 淹�ight password remains conned to a single site. This àweek
is Pokébip
that was
attackedles comptes
les mots de passe chiffrés.
but tomorrow another site you frequent will be attacked in the same way.
Contribute a better translation

We are very sorry for the consequences of this attack. A complaint will be led to nd the author of the attack. Encrypting passwords has been enhanced so that it is possible
to nd them.
By praying you to accept our sincere apologies
The website team

by Walker on 01/08/2015 at 19:15
Tweeter
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@ Blackyu: It's a shame, indeed. Just, I do not know the coding language and company ... ^^ "

Light the Cursed Absol

 

@ M.Yumineko: The question has been asked a little earlier.
Comment # 188 added the 08/08/2015 at 17:13

It's still a bit crazy anyway. Member Pokebip who attack the site where it is registered. : v
Connecting me, it wrote to me that my account was under maintenance, is this normal?

HaricoDaim

 

Comment # 187 added 08.08.2015 at 5:02 p.m.

Light: In doing my research, I also saw that Kuroi'SH hacked Pokégraph and Pokemonespace too, but no trace of PokéBip in
source cyberhack archives.

Blackyu

 

After everything was said anonymously to archival sites cybercrimes, so maybe the hacker used uen technique developed enough
to go unnoticed throughout its entire hack. After, I will continue my research, but in any case, this Kuroi is very experienced in php
code (It seems to me via php hacke because he does not like the python). Too bad he uses it are not terrible purposes.
Comment # 186 added the 08/08/2015 at 15:20

Light the Cursed Absol

 

Pokemon Trash to hacker was too.
But it seems that it will not be by the same hacker. This seems much more competent and accept doing nothing caught the
information on the website.
I therefore ask Thoranix and Walker to be wary of is there hacker.
The hacker is called Kuroi'SH (Sahrawi), he more 20 000 sites destroyed his credit.
Comment # 185 added 08.08.2015 at 2:54

must go to the prole, simply ^^

lugianium

Comment # 184 added the 08/07/2015 at 19:47

 
I thought he had to conrm by email that they had changed the password to reactivate our account but now, apparently it's not
necessary.



lugiaI

 

I have a question: how to change the password on the account forum and how is it that he is no longer organized in tables but
titles? Is it due to a strengthening of security?



Comment # 183 added the 08/07/2015 at 16:09

you can not delete an account, only the sta can

lugianium

 
georeyx2m

 

lugianium

 

(but ... what's the point of having more serious accounts: /)
Comment # 182 added the 07/08/2015 at 15:54
Ah ok I did not know for double-accounts ^^ '
So it's okay if I let my Bubblix inactive account? Or should I remove it?
Comment # 181 added the 08/07/2015 at 15:45

you got co 'since the news? because in fact, for several months, it is buggy, you can not co te 'from a new or just after Thee Deco',
if you got an error message and have to recce '^^ "
Comment # 180 added the 08/07/2015 at 11:53

froggy is deemed to be strategist but also a very intelligent person.
He knows me by name as maybe I exchange nickname.
a shame that people like this do to deal with big shit actually 3

koyukichan

 

me I have to type twice the password to log me this is normal? kind I am told that it is wrong but in fact it just is.
Comment # 179 added the 08/07/2015 at 06:33
Wow but you're hyper cultivated my word, you learned all this where? I thought you were champion of France in strategy
pokemon ..

Gliscor974

 

I'm not looking for friends on pokemon between gifted and computer, it will ...
Comment # 178 added 08.07.2015 at 3:36

froggy25

 
froggy25

 

mang4> Yes, encryption of pre-2012 passwords was not eective, but this has been xed.
Comment # 177 added 07.08.2015 at 01:03 am
Bubblix> Your password has been re-encrypted when your connection, this has reset your connection. You can reconnect you
immediately, this message will be displayed to you.
Comment # 176 added 08.07.2015 at 1:01

XD Georey the thug.
@ Greenhosky / Martyl @ Calm down!

MacFabriste

 

Comment # 175 added the 08/06/2015 at 23:40

^^ by nothing against double accounts are prohibited, I do not know if you know it: /

lugianium

Comment # 174 added the 08/06/2015 at 19:29

 
georeyx2m

 

lugianium

 
greenkosky

 

Oh that's settled, thank you :)
Comment # 173 added the 08/06/2015 at 19:23

eh! zen! no need to be as rude and insulting! you said something stupid, we told you the story is nished, it is useless to freak for
so little! : /
Comment # 172 added the 08/06/2015 at 19:13

spitting on that here? Everywhere we go, there are always people who believe themselves superior to others and constantly
belittle others for better value, while they themselves are shit! With people who can not make sentences and write kikoos lol ^^
Comment # 171 added 06.08.2015 at 6:43 p.m.
this message is nothing, must reco 'right after I got too ^^

lugianium

 

and walker or thoranix had explained, they had changed the security for passwords, except for those who do not co sétaient
'since 2012 so they can change when they reco' afterwards if it could be changed before or not, that I know, I know nothing perso
^^ "
Comment # 170 added 06.08.2015 at 5:18 p.m.
A question by the way, I got this message by trying to connect to my account pokébip (with my new password):
"A maintenance was performed on your behalf Please reconnect.."





Well, the message clearly, I just wanted to know if it was the work of Pokébip maintenance team or if I have to worry ... yes, sorry I
tend to become paranoid after an attack, my apologies ^^.
Then a last point for this post: this is only my opinion, but I think the problem here is frequently raised unpleasant, Walker will
contradict me if I'm wrong, is that security passwords for forelegs to 2012 was not really eective for the current threats, and
should have been strengthened previously with newer and eective protections when it was available.

mang4

 

again, if Thoranix and Walker do not share that view, I would be happy to have more details from them rather than the opinion of
anybody member (like me, I am by no means an expert, I do not present myself as such, I just give my opinion based on the items
collected.)
I feel that many members present themselves as security professionals or site stewardship as they have some basics ... But it's
probably just me, n ' there see no personal aggression.
in short, admnins Pokébip to be very busy at the moment which is understandable, good luck to them.
I repeat, I support the site team, it's not their fault they suered a cyber attack. However updating the security system of their
responsibility. Good luck for the future.
Comment # 169 added the 08/06/2015 at 16:28

Bubblix

 

Hello,
When I connect with my main account "georeyx2m" the site tells me it is maintenance. When is that I could reconnect me?
Thanks in advance for your response.
Comment # 168 added the 08/06/2015 at 16:27

typo: it is "supposed", and not "ending", you will ground yourself.

KurotsukiDracomew

Comment # 167 added the 08/06/2015 at 14:36

 
Say, Martyl, if you could avoid spitting on the site team, I think they are as annoyed as you, or even more ... If you think it is easy to
care for a computer security against crackers able to regularly create new viruses thus 淹�out the virus until they are updated, I
suggest you take care of it for them now ...

KurotsukiDracomew

 

on Alternatively, if you're also riding on the security, you're not stopping giving important information about your account. If you
are indeed careful, you abuse a little complaining for a simple password change; and if you're not careful that if you let it sounds, I
think you're in no position to criticize ...
Comment # 166 added the 08/06/2015 at 14:35

Martyl

 

I want to say Congratulations to the team!
Although piracy is illegal it is your duty to secure the site and the data of thousands of users it contains. Neglecting such a way site
security, you endanger the security and privacy of thousands of people! Bravo.
Comment # 165 added the 08/06/2015 at 14:05

Hackers have they had access to ALL databases?
This is a very annoying thing, I do not know what am I going to nd as new password for other sites ...: /

Nowland

Comment # 164 added 08.06.2015 at 3:51

 
froggy25

 

If I know nothing about a personal, I'm not saying what I think, I refrain: /
Comment # 163 added 08.06.2015 at 2:08

Good lol ^^

koyukichan

Comment # 162 added the 08/06/2015 at 00:33

 
greenkosky

 

Botahn

 

I say nothing, I just say what I think. Anyway, I would not speak, since we seem to treat me like crap. I said nothing, but reading
your comments, I'm stupid. Well, the stupid, it will emm ** to you and says she hates people !!!
Comment # 161 added the 08/05/2015 at 16:10
Ah thank you Froggy.
I really do not know anything in these areas there, and now the question seems ridiculous to me :)
Thanks again!
Comment # 160 added the 08/05/2015 at 11:42
Botahn> When talking about encryption, we talk about it: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chirement

froggy25

 

Regardless of the characters in passwords, all who have not been changed since 2012 for old accounts have been compromised,
we must change.
Comment # 159 added the 08/05/2015 at 11:39



Botahn

 

Hello everyone,
I was wondering if only encrypted passwords were hacked where even if the letters of compounds CDM were concerned?



Comment # 158 added the 08/05/2015 at 11:36

koyukichan

 

froggy25 thank you lol. greenkosky, if you took the time to look at what is dierent between a friend of code and password you'd
understand why it's not possible.
a friend code is a trivial number of clusters that serves as ID has instead a pseudonym.
you can give your opinion, but you aꝽ�rm live "beware to your DS with your friends codes" as if you knew you there. not give
advice if you do not know ^^ "
Comment # 157 added 05.08.2015 at 7:01
There may be several interests.
The rst is to do shit because pokébip not like it.
The second is to train for more costal level security sites.
The third is just for fun . We see a site with a 淹�aw, exploited because we can.
This is the reason we can pass around and that are harmful to the site, but not the users.

Miatt

 

If there a:
Recover passwords with email, and test them on email sites, banking, social networking, ...
-Revendre information. From what has been bitten, we can do many things.
-Dévoiler Information m'enn there is not pokébip but for cases like Sony.
In short, there are plenty of reasons, but it this is the key.
Comment # 156 added the 08/05/2015 at 01:16

How do you know it's Spaso?

alpha Clement

 
TheAnarchist

 
vivemoicool

Comment # 155 on 04/08/2015 at 11:19 p.m. added

Is it possible to delete my account?
Comment # 154 added on 22:59 08.04.2015
I do not understand what interest will be a hackers attacked site by piss o the fans of pokemon ...

 

Comment # 153 on 04/08/2015 at 22:53 added

Adri98

=> Greenkosky: it's not that you do not have the right to give your opinion, it's just that if the friend code really allowed to inltrate
the ds, it is not publish everywhere (cf Friend bank) hackers still less to go embêteraient Hack a site for you, since everyone may
already have ...

 

Comment # 152 added the 08/04/2015 at 22:50

scary ...

Lockpin2112

Comment # 151 on 04/08/2015 at 10:27 p.m. added

 
greenkosky

 

AvisAile

 

I note that we can not give an opinion without people come squarely spit in your face, it's beautiful ...
Comment # 150 added the 08/04/2015 at 22:10
a massive ddos attack ... I think strangely they seem to multiply at the moment ... good ben made your attentions huh passwords.)
I'm sorry for the site
Regards
Comment # 149 added the 04/08/2015 at 21:32

Nicoalex

 
Nicoalex

 

Oops I forgot to mention that to download you must go on keepass.info
Comment # 148 added the 04/08/2015 at 21:25
I've actually lower but for passwords I really recommend KeePass to those who would not have been my rst comment. This is a
free software that stores its passwords securely, both key on computer, but also create many strong passwords.
Comment # 147 added 04.08.2015 at 9:23 p.m.

alexaz

it's a pity my password yet strong and hard to nd great pity that I have to change the

 

Comment # 146 added the 04/08/2015 at 20:42
xD froggy25 a reason you can not hack a ds same code with a friend you think that's actually why friend codes? Ba for sharing !!!

Pokirikiri09

 

And also you want to nd something on your ds information your historic LOL you can do anything with a ds (eg you just visit the
website but not register you there) and will respect your banking code should directly hack Nintendo.
and to nish with a password you can hack one account unless you use on the other site
then think a little before speaking all is not possible at present (eg we can not travel in time xD)





Comment # 145 added the 04/08/2015 at 18:54

froggy25

 
greenkosky

 

greenkosky do me a favor and do not talk about the subject you do not master lol
Comment # 144 added the 08/04/2015 at 17:23
@koyukichan: why not? After all, with passwords, they can penetrate your account from any site or even your bank account, so
why they could not inltrate your DS to nd information. Think a bit before speaking, everything is possible at this time!
Comment # 143 added the 08/04/2015 at 16:18

Wow this is why friends come to me telling me that they have more consideration.

poksami

Comment # 142 added the 08/04/2015 at 15:42

 
Nicoalex

 
Nicoalex

 

lescolin

 

Dsl double post: I do not understand the value of getting noticed when you pirate a youtube channel ... Spaso would he show his
talents in computer science?
Comment # 141 added the 08/04/2015 at 13:59
lescolin: ok thank you for the info I did not know that the black hats were hackers
Comment # 140 added the 08/04/2015 at 13:56
Nicoalex: you're wrong about one thing, it's a hacker. There are three kind, white hat are those you have mentioned, they are paid
by companies to discover vulnerabilities in their site and remedied. The gray hat, they do not act, they nd the 淹�aws and publish
them on the internet, they do not care if it falls into the hands of a white hat hackers or next. Black hat hackers are acting for their
benet, we call them, celons their category, cybercriminals, web hacker or cyber terrorist. These are all of the same hacker. (These
names are not invented, themed hats is a reference to the cowboy, white is good, black is bad and gray has not been found but
for them symbolizes a mixture of both). I hope I was clear on that point.
Comment # 139 added the 04/08/2015 at 11:10
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